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Drawing time
About the role of time in landscape: Investigations into how time can be represented in landscape, and 
observations of how landscape architecture practice nowadays represents time

Introduction
I am not a draughtsman. I drew a lot as a child, and as a professional landscape architect I am a skilled 
section drawer, but in general, I do not really have a talent for drawing. This research started with thoughts 
about drawing. The first moment the topic really hit me, was when writing a monograph on Alle Hosper. 
I started to study the development in the means of drawing during his career (1969-1997) and its influ-
ence on practice. This period bridges a time in which we saw, for example, the introduction of the felt tip 
marker, the adhesive film, the colour copier and drawing software (1). Architectural drawing changed 
dramatically! 
Then there was the collaboration with choreographer Krisztina de Chatel at the Academy of Architec-
ture Amsterdam in 2006-2007 (2). This made me wonder how a choreographer draws a plan and how 
the performance is notated. Where architects have a unified codification for how to represent a building, 
choreographers use different systems, such as Laban or Benesh notation. These and other systems notate 
in different ways what the body does, how this is related to the music score and where the body is in 
space at every moment. It was especially this last aspect of describing something that unfolds in space 
and time which intrigued me. The landscape plan confines itself mostly to space not time. 
And, in those same years at the Academy, I developed the design methodology lecture series. That led 
me to start exploring the role of drawing and drawing means in the design process (3). In what way does 
the choice of drawing devices help you in preparing design decisions and reflecting on them? On an 
abstract level, for example, Pallasmaa explains the idea of the thinking hand, stating that by exercising 
one’s drawing skills a sort of embodied competence will be reached (4). On the more practical level, we 
critically evaluate representation techniques in the design studio. 
These diverse starting points are described consciously, to outline my rather broad interest in drawing. 
While discussing the possibilities of a doctorate, I came to the conclusion that at least one subject in this 
broad range could lead to very relevant and coherent research. Put briefly: landscape architecture has, in 
its very character, a strong relationship with time. Landscape drawings, however, often don’t show this. 
Why is this? Would it not be a progression in expertise and would it not better mark the position of 
landscape architecture, if we showed our awareness of dynamics in our drawings? As a doctorate is not 
so much about changing the profession, this mission should be ‘neutralized’. Then the primary interest 
would be to observe how landscape architects think about representing time and how they actually do it. 
The second interest would be, to investigate new drawing techniques, exclusively dedicated to represent-
ing time. 
This essay investigates themes in my research on ‘drawing time’ as a background for my research plan. It 
is an open ended collage-style assemblage of thoughts that helped me to develop the research question 
and the research organization.

Time in landscape
The title of my research, ‘Drawing Time’, is clearly chosen because of the attractively short, less abstract 
words and its multiple options for understanding the meaning. But to be honest, in using the word ‘time’ 
I also took in words like growth, change and dynamics. As almost every landscape architecture action 
would relate to this group of words, this excludes almost nothing. 
However, this is not only my personal confusion or lack of focus. Vroom in his renewed Lexicon does not 
mention ‘time’ as a keyword; he refers to ‘dynamics’. Seasonal change, long-term development, human 
use, movement in landscape and experiencing landscape by moving are all part of this keyword (5). 
Corner in his important article on representation and landscape speaks about ‘temporality’ as a unique 
feature of landscape, and elaborates on three very different aspects. He points out that landscape is inevi-
tably experienced for a certain duration, as landscape cannot be simplified to one point of view. One can 
only experience landscape by moving through and by collecting series of images. As landscape is part of 
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our daily lives, and often perceived in a non-concentrated mode, Corner also states that landscape under-
standing only can be gathered over time, by experiencing landscape in different conditions and different 
modes. And to conclude he defines landscape as a ’living biome’, subject to flux and change over time (6). 
Motloch, in his introduction to landscape design, states that landscapes are ‘point-in-time expressions 
of ongoing processes’ (7). This notion of process also complicates matters. It is used a lot in landscape 
architecture to describe landscape change over time due to its internal dynamics, and to describe the 
lengthy periods in which lots of partners in dialogue create new landscape. And there we meet the world 
of planning with words like scenarios, flexibility and uncertainty.
Time in landscape also has to do with the temporary as an in-between state, and the infinite. In a recent 
essay, philosopher Peter Sloterdijk discusses the Spinoza concept of ‘natura naturans’ and ‘natura naturata’ 
(8). Spinoza distinguishes two ways of looking at nature: is what we see in nature the finite product, made 
by divine hands? Or is it infinite, a moment in a process of permanent change and recreation? Sloterdijk 
transports this notion to urbanism and architecture as, in his opinion, the city could be discussed also in 
terms of a finite product versus an ongoing process. Sloterdijk rephrases Spinoza by speaking of ‘the built 
building’ versus the ‘building that builds’. In terms of landscape design it questions if we produce finished 
landscapes at certain points in time, or intervene in landscapes changing anyway.
A question to be answered is the view landscape architects have on time in the professional history of 
the profession. In discussions on this proposal it was suggested that Modernism focused on the finite 
product in its spatial dimensions (9). It is known from documents that, for example, the seventeenth-
century designer Dezailler was very aware of the time his design needed to mature (10). He said this 
to be the very character of landscape and stressed the need for the designer to become experienced in 
order to master this problem. It is still to be documented how in recent time these notions of the infinite 
landscape re-entered the debate. One easy suggestion is the upcoming debate on sustainability in the 
late sixties.
Even if the confusion of vocabulary is shared with others, I will need a certain focus for this research. 
Four things are important for me. The first aspect is the beauty of physical landscape. Its change in 
time is a fascinating conceptual problem. Second is the contribution of landscape architecture within 
other design disciplines. Temporality distinguishes landscape from buildings and other spatial forms of 
art, according to Corner. Landscape architects promote their profession by claiming to be able to deal 
with this temporality (11). Even if evidence for that claim might be weak –do other people, not being 
landscape architects, look at us in this way- I think in daily life it is indeed a chance to set landscape 
architecture apart from other design disciplines. Third, I am interested in representation. Thinking about 
representation becomes challenging when real things are represented. In this research I will not deal with 
strategic plans. It is not about options and scenarios, but about the simulated reality. Fourth: I want to 
reflect on landscape architecture, not so much on landscape. My interest is those time aspects of land-
scape that are touched by design and that therefore might be manifest in drawings.

Time and representing time
Our current understanding of time is highly influenced by philosophers like Newton, Kant en Leibnitz. 
An important issue in the discourse between Kant and Newton is the question as to whether time is 
something, a dimension of our universe, or merely an intellectual concept, which we use to represent 
things. Not so much in daily life, but very much so in science, the Einstein concept of time as relative 
to place and motion is of utmost relevance. But time interested our ancestors for ages and ages. Is time 
linear, as in the Judeo-Christian tradition, having a beginning and an end, or cyclic, as in the Maya and 
Hopi perception? 
This is not the place to dive into all aspects of the concept of time. What is relevant is the human quest 
to depict time. Apart from representations in art, religion or philosophy there was the practical need 
to display time. Sundial, water clock and hourglasses were used in former times. Nowadays our basic 
representations of time are the clock, diary and calendar. The clock as a concept tries to depict time by 
replaying its rhythm of seconds, minutes and hours – which is partly related to our own biochemical 
sensitivity to time. This representation is only possible once the basic unit of time –the second- is defined. 
Time can then be structured in measurable and objective quantities.
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The idea of a calendar, as an emblematic representation of time, is also only possible once the structure 
of time has been defined. Is time related to lunar and/or solar movements? Or is it defined as a numeric 
system? The calendar, in the form normally used, is structured by an abstract system of days, weeks, 
months and years. In earlier times, and very visible in almanacs, the calendar was related to lunar move-
ment and, thus, predicted the exterior conditions. This again was very important in agriculture. In the 
landscape, we can see linear time (the landscape evolves; trees grow) as well as cyclic time (the return of 
the seasons; changing but repeating weather conditions). The calendar has a relation to both forms of 
time (12). The calendar is, more than the clock, very interesting in the framework of this research. The 
calendar in fact is a total abstraction: it is only valid in terms of its own definition from the reference 
date and the time structure; the calendar is, in a way, a design. I will come back to that later in discussing 
the Halprin scores.
In art, the question as to how to represent time is a tough one – because, if time is seen as a permanent 
and ongoing, slow form of change, how could a fixed image or an object relate to time? Several solu-
tions were found, like creating images and objects that are changing, by physical processes, weathering, 
decaying. Or, like the Futurists, creating images or objects, which have nevertheless the suggestion of 
movement and change in them. Or making series of images, which cover or suggest an amount of time, 
showing something change in the course of the series. 
The problem of representing a landscape that is not a present reality is a conceptual problem shared with 
film, literature, comic strips and video games. Within its own framework, the reader (or user) is seduced 
to enter the narrative and ‘believe’ the way the story evolves. In literature and film, in particular, narration 
techniques like the flashback or flash-forward have been used for a long time to create a credible struc-
ture with its own time path. In a very elementary form the comic strip is a fascinating laboratory. With a 
series of relatively simple drawings, a story is depicted. This forces the comic-strip maker to explore tricks 
to create a feeling of time passing – in terms of ‘a few seconds later’ up to ‘after some decades’ (13, 14). 
In scientific environments, the problem of representing a landscape as a result of a plan is solved with 
simulation. Simulation is a way of objectifying and calibrating the prediction of the outcome: If you do 
this, this is what you get. Simulation is explored by landscape architects especially in research depart-
ments. If done by software, the technical constraints are considerable. However, promising experiments 
are being done (15). Still, landscape architecture practice is not inclined to the level of truth incorporated 
in simulation. In fact, narration techniques are the more common way to make the public believe.

Representation
In all design disciplines, we speak airily about ‘representation techniques’. ‘Representation’ is often used 
where we might have said ‘presentation’, being the set of drawings you show to present a project. In 
reality, representation is quite a complex notion. Generally, representation is understood as ‘standing for 
something else’. In our design world, this ‘something else’ is the designed building or landscape. Lin-
guistically, Corner argues that one could in fact say the built building represents the drawing – as the 
drawing was earlier.
Neil Levine gives a useful elaboration in the introduction in his book on modern architecture by telling 
what sort of interpretations of representation he will not deal with: “To begin with, I am not using the 
word in the technical sense of referring to the two- and three-dimensional means employed by architects 
to convey their ideas on paper, in models or in digital form. […] Nor am I using the term simply as an 
equivalent for the concept of sign or symbol. Such uses are common to any semiological system and have 
no special relevance to the problem of representation as means or mode of architectural expression.” (16) 
How will Levine understand it? “Representation in this sense concerns the form and structure of rheto-
ric rather than simply its outward effects. It describes an essentially theatrical situation in which a virtual 
or ideal set of recognizable figures is perceived as standing for, that is to say, representing, an absent set 
of real ones to which they are meant and believed to correspond.” Thanks to Levine I can clarify that I 
will use the word in the technical sense referring to the two- and three-dimensional means employed by 
architects to convey their ideas on paper, in models or in digital form. 
This does not solve two other problems. The title of my research is ‘Drawing time’. Once again I admit 
to favouring the short and less abstract words, instead of ‘Representing time’.  Is drawing the same as 
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representing? No – but the question could also be put the other way around: what architects do, is that 
drawing or representing? Until now, I have found no definitions which suffice to make clear the distinc-
tions between ‘drawing’ and ‘representing’. For my research, I favour the physical aspect of drawing versus 
the quite abstract word representing. 
The second problem is related to the first. If landscape architects represent landscapes, I would argue 
that only a complete plan (the set of drawings, text and oral explanation) is the representation. However, 
Garcia in his book on diagrams does not hesitate to speak about the individual diagram as a representa-
tion (17). And that might be true, as diagrams in particular often stand for the conceptual idea.
What is clear: in this research I am focusing on individual drawings. Only if necessary shall I relate to 
the plans where they fit in. This is an unusual way of perceiving (landscape) architecture production (18). 
I think it supports my preference for the word drawing instead of representation.
In my research, in particular, these drawings are also to be considered as representations. I am interested 
in the way landscape architects depict time in their drawings. As a drawing, physically, has nothing to do 
with time, it is by definition a representation. 
Among the design disciplines, landscape architecture has a slightly different position due to its relation 
with nature. John Dixon Hunt states, landscape architecture represents nature (19). This confirms the 
layered use of the word representation: not only drawings but also the product can be considered to 
represent something.

Architecture, landscape architecture and representation
Representation in landscape architecture is based on the way architects have developed their representa-
tion techniques (20). In general, architects represent in their drawings that which will be realized. Draw-
ings show the object more or less at the moment the building process will have been finished. Visualiza-
tions show the fresh, new and clean object in proper use, or without users. 
Landscape architects do in fact the same. One could say: this confirms that the only difference between 
landscape architecture and architecture is the speed of the building process; the final result is a finished 
product. In reality, the object of landscape architecture is a lot more complex. Even in the case of archi-
tecture, the question might be whether the representations are adequate predictions, and if not, what 
exactly the drawings are describing (21). However, in the case of landscape architecture this is a struc-
tural problem relating to the very character of the discipline. In terms of material (vegetation), in terms 
of scale (vast planning areas) and in terms of participants (lots of parties) landscape is always subject to 
growth and change. 
The moment after the building process has been finished –the grand opening- is in landscape architec-
ture usually an in-between state. A mature situation –we should not speak of a finished situation- will 
be reached in 5, 20 or even 50 years, depending on the sort of landscape. Apart from that, landscape is 
affected by short-term change in terms of seasons, and a slower change in terms of ecological develop-
ment. Furthermore, landscape architects almost always intervene in an existing situation. If compared to 
architects, the restoration architect would be a better metaphor. His design also balances between using 
existing structures and adding new elements at key places. Landscape representations struggle with this 
difference in maturity; existing and designed. Often black and white versus colour is used, but still time 
is not taken into account. The scale on which landscape architects operate can, especially in The Nether-
lands, easily reach 1 to 100 square kilometres. This inevitably introduces a diverse palette of other actors 
who are co-intervening. Sometimes their actions are known, but often not. For this reason, foreseen 
and unforeseen interventions by other parties during the maturation process will affect the landscape 
we ultimately get. If put very directly: every landscape drawing is cheating us, as it suggests a landscape 
that probably never will be there, exactly, in that form. Calling the landscape drawing a lie may be too 
dramatic, but on the other hand, modern computer-based visualizations reach amazing levels of ‘possible 
reality’. They could be taken seriously – and in that case, the landscape drawing is just as honest as the 
advertisement promising a better life by using this stunning new after-shave. Note that landscape repre-
sentations almost always suggest the sun is shining!  This ‘cheating’ is complex. The idea of representation 
is that something can stand for something else by its analogy; by the abstraction of certain key features. 
Our representation techniques nowadays allow us to draw ‘look-a-likes’. This seems to be driven by the 
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idea that realism is better understood. At the same time, a certain wish to impress plays a role. Mas-
tering the latest software release is something to be proud of. Not much thought seems to be spent 
on the fact that the realism in the drawing is an apparent realism. The fact that visualizations have lots 
of incongruent elements does not seem to bother designers (22).

The drawing
Landscape architects (like architects) almost never create landscape themselves. By means of plans 
(also called: designs) they prepare political decisions and the contracting process. Hopefully the 
designer has influence on the building process, but there is no certainty.
Plans do not have a fixed format. The sort of plans required to prepare political decisions and to 
inform the participants will differ from the documents on which the contracting and building process 
is based. In general, the plan is structured around one central drawing. This drawing is again mostly 
indicated as ‘the plan’, but in this case we refer to the orthogonal projections. In other languages, other 
words are used; in Dutch the orthogonal projection would be indicated as plattegrond. In the case of 
landscape architecture in particular, the taxonomy of drawings is very unclear (23). A design for a very 
large-scale area can hardly be represented as an orthogonal projection. Several indications are used, 
varying from ‘design’, design drawing’, ‘plan drawing’ to ‘map’. This overlapping of terms is unsatisfac-
tory. In landscape architecture especially, plans are often complex, and need diverse drawings with 
elaboration to be coherent. One would wish for a more precise taxonomy defining individual drawing 
types. Other drawings in a plan, depending on the subject, scale and subsequent actions (will it be 
built?) could be sections, diagrams, collages, visualizations, models and so on. Also these drawings are 
indicated with different names. Diagrams –more or less clearly described by Garcia- are often called 
‘scheme’ or ‘concept drawing’ or have no name at all and are considered illustrations in the general 
explanation of the plan. Visualizations are a very unclear category. The word ‘collage’ is used, although 
this is most often a mistake, as one could deduce from the history of the collage in the visual arts 
(24). ‘Artist’s impression’ is used, but seems to be a contaminated category associated with project 
developers selling their plan. ‘Photoshop’ is a general indication, but mixes up drawing technique with 
taxonomy. ‘Perspective drawing’ could be appropriate, depending on the drawing, as ‘sketch’ could also 
be appropriate, generally being a rapid drawing more or less intuitively based on a perspective sight. 
The basic problem I face is that I am not studying plans (the unity of plan, section, scheme, visualiza-
tion and text) but the ingredients of designs: a section, a plan and a model. I hope my research will 
contribute to a more coherent vocabulary of the landscape drawing.
Drawings themselves might be digital or on paper, and although models clearly are not drawings, 
they have no different function. It is important to understand that the distinction between ‘drawings 
on paper’ and ‘models’ is less relevant compared to the distinction between orthogonal projections, 
being abstract drawings, and visualizations, which try to make those abstract drawings understand-
able. In this distinction, models, perspective drawings and sketches are in the same category, assuming 
that the model is used to visualize something, which is not always the case. A model can also be a 
three-dimensional diagram (25).
Whatever the taxonomy of the drawing, it is crucial to take into account the fact that ‘landscape’ is 
almost always represented in media  as having no physical correspondence with the landscape itself: 
not in its materiality and not in the way we perceive it. Corner elaborated convincingly on this point. 
There is a remarkable difference when compared with architectural representation. Assuming scale is 
understood, one can more or less suggest a realistic perception of a building. It is strange little is done 
to really question the structural shortcomings of landscape architecture representation. Pragmatic 
reasons seem to win: for example the obvious advantages of the medium film are rejected because of 
the costs and the usual way plans are presented. 

History of drawing, the design process and education
From the 15th century onwards, we know quite well how architecture was drawn. A system of 
orthogonal projections was developed, and major discoveries made accurate perspective drawings 
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possible. In the course of the centuries the relation with the client and the public proved to be important. 
If drawings became too abstract, visualizations became popular. As they required intensive labour, their 
popularity sank once orthogonal drawings were better understood by clients (26).
Why do landscape architects draw in the way they draw? They mainly followed the architects in the way 
that the discipline developed its drawing techniques in various steps, like the invention of perspective 
drawing, the orthogonal drawing techniques and drawing software nowadays (27). Incidentally, drawing 
techniques are influenced by unique landscape problems. For example, the design of fortifications by 
Vauban and others encountered representational problems. A tractate written about 1690 by Manesson-
Mallet shows how models should be considered, as the plan loses its representational qualities for this 
specific goal (28). In the Napoleonic era the l’Ecole des Ponts et Chaussees did substantial work to 
define a unified code for how to draw topographical maps including the representation of woods, rivers, 
mountains and so on (29). As maps are inevitably related to large-scale plans, our way of drawing those 
large-scale plans derives from those experiments. Notable influence came from landscape painters like 
William Kent and Humphrey Repton. The way they depicted existing landscape even led them to create 
new landscapes (30). An interesting question is whether this is the basis for a naturalistic tendency, still 
to be seen in landscape representation. Where architects have no problems in abstracting a building into 
a shining white model, landscape architects do tend to have problems. They more often try to find mate-
rials which ‘look like’ landscape. An important aspect here is the history of the word ‘landscape architect’ 
which can be understood as both a landscape painter and an architect (31). ‘Paysagist’, the French word, 
originally meant ‘landscape painter’. Perfect landscape painting and drawing was in the first half of the 
twentieth century a clear condition to be able to work as a landscape architect. It seems that Modernism 
devoted less attention on this quality (32).
Design processes slowly changed over time, gradually requiring more attention in order to prepare politi-
cal decisions and ‘feed’ or inform the public debate in their decisions. In general, drawings have various 
functions in the design process. They are tests of an idea, mainly performed by sketches. They serve as 
instructions for the building company. And they communicate with our surroundings (33). This last 
function is partly about facts, but also about seduction. My research omits the building instructions, but 
is interested in all other meanings of drawing.
Little has been published in the literature on the why and how of drawing lessons in design schools. 
Most architect schools offer drawing lessons inspired by art schools (34). ‘Real’ landscape design drawing 
however is almost exclusively taught in the design studio. Some handbooks explain the codification of 
drawings, but Corner’s fundamental doubt on landscape architecture representation and the history of 
drawing as described by De Jong is hardly taken into account in the implicit drawing instruction in 
the design studio (35). The result is a strikingly strong sense of how plans ought to be drawn and little 
reflection on other ways to do it. One of the aspects of this contextual drawing instruction is that the 
architectural way of drawing is copied without any further comment. In my opinion, there is a lack of 
coherence in landscape architecture rhetoric; temporality and dynamics are commonly seen as unique 
features of landscape and landscape architecture, yet at the same time the drawing mode does not rep-
resent this uniqueness.
This statement suggests everything should be present in the drawing. De Jong and also Cuff argued that 
landscape architects (or designers in general) tend to overrate the importance of the drawing versus other 
utterances, like text and oral speech (36). Taking this into account, I welcome the challenge to discover 
if landscape architects spend time thinking about temporality.
In general, landscape architecture curricula are embedded in four possible surroundings: that of the arts, 
an environment of architecture, planning and urbanism, an environment of agriculture, forestry and 
dendrology or horticulture (37). I hope to discover in this research if drawing cultures differ substantially, 
due to these different positions, or due to the national and regional character of the discipline.

Digital drawing
When did we start digital drawing? I would have guessed the early nineties. Working at the H+N+S office 
in that time, we were clearly not at the forefront and only slowly realized that a revolution was taking 
place. In fact, during this period, digital drawing conquered the popular market, as prices dropped and 
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the technique became more communicative. However, digital drawing has a surprisingly long history. In 
an interview, Dutch landscape architect Michel den Ruyter described experiments with digital perspec-
tive creation in the early seventies (38). Picon, in his book on the history of digital drawing in architec-
ture, even goes back as far as 1890 by taking the electronic tabulating machine as an early digital device.  
He gives a detailed account of how certain architects, like Cedric Price, were highly interested in the 
cybernetic world at a conceptual level. Also artists, like Gyorgy Kepes, who are interested in the repre-
sentation and generation of visual patterns experimented with the new options. But only some twenty 
years ago did this really hit the designers’ world in general, and not so much at the conceptual level but 
in the daily praxis (39).
It is clear much thought has been given to the differences between hand drawing and digital drawing 
(40). Will hand drawing be lost? This has often been forecast. This forecast seems to be true as well 
as untrue. In quantitative terms, the digital drawing evidently took over. At the same time, a certain 
satiation due to the unlimited technical options and an unhappiness with too smooth non-distinctive 
drawing styles all around the world seem to be renewing the opportunities for hand drawing.
For the moment I see no reason in my research to stress the ideological differences between hand drawing 
and digital drawing. If it is about representing time, both seem valid in their own way. I mentioned 
already the complicated nature of visualisations being seemingly realistic nowadays. In researching the 
B+B drawing oeuvre, I found first generation digital collages (41). As the technique had not been mas-
tered at that moment, they have a striking analogy with the rough collage made by hand. The aspect of 
tearing images is very visible. In retrospect, one could say this confirms that it is not software itself that 
defines the character of the drawing, but the way we use it. Dutch architect Nanne de Ruu in a lecture in 
the Design Methodology series added to this idea. He stated there is an important relation between the 
intuitive character of software and its usability at certain phases of the design process (42). This notion 
has a clear similarity with the preference for certain drawing means in the sketch and idea phase. For 
example, Dutch landscape architect Nico de Jonge stated that a thick crayon is needed for a sketch of the 
general outline of a landscape plan, as this prevents you from spending time on details (43).

On landscape architecture 
In my own words: Landscape architects design exterior space (from garden to urban open space to agri-
cultural and nature landscapes), if human need asks for transformation of that space. This is a variation 
on the basic definition Laurie Olin gave in 1977: “Landscape architecture is simply the design and plan-
ning of physical environments”(44).
This definition ignores that landscape architects work on a wide range of objects, with a wide range of 
materials, and undertake a wide range of activities. When taking this into account, definitions tend to 
become vague. See, for example, the description of the American Society of Landscape Architects on 
their site: “Landscape architecture encompasses the analysis, planning, design, management, and stew-
ardship of the natural and built environments.” This definition tries to get the wide range of activities 
under control. The British Institute focuses on the objects and materials: “Landscape architects work 
on all types of external space - large or small, urban or rural, and with ‘hard’ or ‘soft’ materials”.  The Le 
Notre Glossary uses a rather complex definition by Evert: “Art and profession of environmental plan-
ning, design and conservation which serve to ensure the long-lasting improvement, sustainability and 
harmony of natural and man -made systems or landscape parts thereof, as well as the design of outdoor 
spaces with consideration of their aesthetic, functional and ecological aspects” (45). Murphy states that 
landscape architecture is: “The discipline devoted to understanding and shaping the landscape, and as a 
profession provides site planning design and management advice to improve the landscape for human 
benefit”(46). Both the Evert and the Murphy-definition try to point out that landscape architecture Is 
on the one hand a reflective, even scientific field, and on the other hand a professional field. The Univer-
sity of Delft uses a definition whose prime focus seems to be to relate itself to its architectural surround-
ings: “Landscape architecture differentiates itself from other spatial design disciplines through its under-
standing and application of place, time and process in design, and through its use of a specific palette 
of biotic and abiotic materials to create environments with spatial, temporal, social, environmental and 
sensorial qualities” (47). Vroom in his recent Lexicon does not give a clear definition, but an extended 
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description based on three types of nature: the wilderness, the ‘tamed nature’ in agricultural landscapes 
and the ‘sublimated’ nature of gardens and ritual places. In this way he relates landscape architecture to 
and distinguish from garden architecture. He states, at request, one should be careful with definitions – 
as these are still not crystallized (48).
Although not pointing in one direction, these definitions show elements relevant for my research. An 
important element is the reference to ‘nature’ and ‘natural environments’. Second: the reference to ‘soft 
materials’ (which, I presume, are to be understood as plants, trees, earth and water). Third: the reference 
to the longer time-scale and the idea landscape architecture contributes to sustainability. The Delft defi-
nition uses words like time, process, biotic and temporal – all referring to aspects of my research.
To rephrase Sloterdijk, I would take as a starting position for this research a unique feature of landscape 
architecture, that is the notion of ‘unfinishedness’. The ‘thing’ landscape architects design is almost never 
at a certain moment completely ready, more often never ready, and before it is ready, it is in transforma-
tion again. Most of their materials (plants, trees, ecosystems) take a long time to mature, and are not 
entirely predictable in their behaviour.  Landscape architects almost always intervene in an existing situ-
ation, balancing between new and old, and thus dealing with very different stages of maturity. They often 
intervene in social situations with lots of participants influencing the project. Their intervention not so 
much creates a new landscape, as contributes to that landscape. They mainly design ‘backgrounds’, that 
is to say they design the conditions for human activity. Their goal is not so much ‘the thing itself ’ as the 
situation in use or in development. By contrast with architectural photography, landscape architecture is 
more often photographed with lots of people using the place. With this description of landscape archi-
tecture I state that ‘dealing with time’ is an obvious and necessary aspect of the rhetoric and the daily 
activity. This does not deny that landscape architects do design objects that are finite at a certain moment 
and are almost not subject to change. Neither does it deny that architects, and urbanists even more so, 
might deal with time also. Still, their professions lack the connection with growing materials.

Landscape architecture practice
Landscape architecture is a young profession. Although our predecessors had already designed and 
built gardens for centuries, and although one could argue that even in the 17th century fundamental 
steps were being made in which the gardener and the architect de paysage became different people, the 
common interpretation of the profession nowadays more or less started in the era between the First and 
Second World Wars (49). Almost all countries in our time have some form of landscape architecture. 
Nevertheless, there are national and regional differences in assignments they are working on and their 
position in relation to adjacent disciplines. Even in Western Europe, clear differences between landscape 
architectures can be observed. These differences relate to the assignments. When designing parks and 
urban open space, modern landscape architecture has no boundaries. But specific ‘national challenges’ 
highly influence the profession. In The Netherlands the history of the delta is very important. Land 
reclamation, land consolidation, nature development and solving water problems are a national problem 
with almost no international counterpart. This is partly why landscape architecture has also a stronghold 
in strategic planning, national landscape policy and urban development. 
In an international context, Dutch landscape architecture explores the most extreme range of themes to 
work on within the above definition. This is said without passing a judgement on the quality of Dutch 
landscape architecture. It is an observation on the character of the Dutch landscape and the history of 
transforming that landscape. The best known examples are polders, land reclamation and water works. In 
a context of ‘man-made landscapes’  every aspect of landscape is considered to be part of the landscape 
architecture competence, including nature. Therefore Dutch landscape architecture is an interesting area 
in which to reflect on time aspects, as these aspects are explored in widespread types of activities.
The dynamic development in the last 50 years is only partly documented. As a professional journalist I 
did extensive research on certain periods (50). This brings me to the hypothesis that between 1985 and 
1990 landscape architecture in The Netherlands accelerated and changed a lot. Although no ‘official 
history’has been written, several authors support this, including Sijmons and Van Leeuwen in 1993 (51). 
This idea is supported by these major changes:
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An almost complete shift from landscape architects working in the civil service to designers working •	
in commercial offices;
West 8 and HNS started their offices, immediately becoming the leading designers in The Nether-•	
lands.
The subsequent start of a substantial number of offices that are still in the leading group, for example •	
Karres en Brands, Vista and OKRA.
The introduction of important secondary initiatives: magazines (Blauwe Kamer); funding (SfA); •	
research (Nai) and so on.

These facts are embedded in a revival of design in general, a revival of the city and an atmosphere in 
which design becomes an identity factor. Design (in this respect in the Dutch language: vormgeving, to 
place a focus on the aesthetic from of things) started to flourish again. Representation received a lot of 
attention; became in a way an independent goal in architecture production. The computer and software 
opened up new ways of representation. At the same time, the designer had less authority; the client and 
the public required more and more ‘pictures’: what will it be?  Landscape architecture took advantage 
by enlarging substantially its working field. The field in which landscape architects work widened sub-
stantially. Nowadays, it takes the city into account; landscape architects work just as easily with stones as 
with plants and there is almost no limit to the scale of the areas that seem to be ‘designable’. Landscape 
architecture,  although its number of professionals is still limited, now ranks with architecture and urban-
ism. Urban open space, city extensions as well as city strategies became part of the landscape architecture 
portfolio. Just as important, the organisation of the profession changed remarkably: commercial offices 
became the prime organisation form . These offices combine design, planning and a certain amount of 
research. For the first time in (Dutch) history, these offices have as raison d’existence landscape archi-
tecture – instead of being a side-activity of architects’ offices. Most of the offices operating in this period 
span a substantial part of the types of assignments that Dutch landscape architects are working on. It is 
not unusual for the same office to produce an urban open space, a garden, a vision on a regional problem 
and a design for a river extension. After 1985, and before 1995, a notable range of offices started, being 
now more or less the frontline of Dutch landscape architecture. I mean by this: these offices produce 
designs that are recognized in ‘peer reviewed’ conditions (the competition; Yearbooks; prices; publica-
tions) as innovative, of the highest quality and leading. 

Representation of time in landscape
Many landscape architects do experiments with their representations. I remember, working for five years 
at the H+N+S office, how schemes and sections were made to show landscape development at T=1, T=5 
and T=10. In that way ecological knowledge was explored and demonstrated. But it also informed the 
client and the public how their landscape would change in visual terms. Recently, I was impressed by 
drawings made by the Swiss office Vogt Landschaftsarchitekten. Their very beautiful drawings explore 
and demonstrate how vegetation might offer different sensations during the seasons (52). Note that I 
use again ‘explore and demonstrate’: drawing embeds expertise, which you often did not have before. So 
drawing is exploring. Once you have the expertise, drawing also demonstrates different aspects to other 
people. 
Recently I studied the work of B+B. They have developed a way to represent the seasonal aspect of gardens 
and parks by making a ‘plant calendar’ showing height, colour and foliage in an attractive way. Interviews 
for this essay also conveyed other interesting aspects: these plant calendars have only been made over the 
last two decades. In the seventies B+B never made such drawings. In general, visualizations were scarce. 
An explanation could be that the client and the public took the authority of the designer for granted. 
And, also relevant, the designers themselves had extensive knowledge and did not need to explore this 
knowledge in drawing it. Nowadays, plant knowledge is not much an evidence.
An important question is if the drawing is the only proof that the landscape architect cares about time. 
This would overrate the importance of the drawing. It is very probable that the topic receives attention in 
thoughts and internal debate, but is not represented in drawings. This became clear in my research into 
the portfolio of OKRA. In their public space designs, spontaneous and planned differences in usage have 
an important role – but they do not feel it necessary to draw this. In discussions, an interesting sugges-
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tion was made regarding the traditional office of Copijn. For decades, this firm  has combined a design 
department with an executing and management department. Assuming that these departments had a lot 
of embedded knowledge of time, there might have been little need to draw these ideas (53).
Although there are good examples, landscape architect drawings in general seem to neglect dynamics; 
at least, they do not show it. Interestingly enough, some other disciplines very consciously work with 
time and its representation. In the arts: think of film, animation and choreography. In science: think of 
forestry. And also in popular fields like gaming, an amazing level of dynamic landscape representation 
is present. Even if these fields do not care for landscape challenges, it may be worthwhile to know how 
they do it and what their thinking is.
One curious example seems to be promising for this research. The American landscape architect Law-
rence Halprin was married to a choreographer and became involved with the way choreography notated 
designs (54). He took the idea of a score as a possibility of notating phenomena in existing landscapes 
and designed landscapes. In his book ‘The RSVP-cycles’ he shows notations of public squares – how are 
they used in time? In doing this he was driven by the notion that the street was considered too much 
as a physical phenomenon (open space between hopefully well designed facades). He wanted to stress 
the importance of humans using the street – be it traffic, be it shopping, be it leisure. He also tried to 
organize design workshops as if they were sorts of choreographies. Students were given a score, which 
gave them a certain route in time to discover a part of the city. And he experimented with the score to 
schedule interventions in landscape, which together, at a certain time, would lead to a promising new 
situation. 
For the moment, I take the idea of a score as a concept to work out and to test in research by design. As 
an abstract idea I think it is a perfect addition to our usual representation forms. It requires the definition 
of the characteristic time-bound elements of the specific assignment one is working on. 

My own practice
As I have had my own practice for more then 10 years and also worked at H+N+S for 5 years, I have 
encountered these questions in my daily work, too. But to be clear: the interest in this research did 
not so much arise while designing; it came from reflecting on designing. Nevertheless, I cooperated in 
diverse projects in which time-aspects were very relevant. For example in a long series of projects related 
to rivers, dikes, canals and rainwater storage. These projects had to deal with changing water levels. If 
I think back, we as an office and me personally made drawings showing these changing water levels, 
for two reasons. First, we had the information, but we did not know how this would affect the design. 
Or, better said, what chances this gave for design. So the first reason was our own knowledge that was 
extended by drawing. The second reason was convincing our client and the public of the intelligence of 
the solution by transporting the knowledge. Some examples:

In the case of the dike reinforcement for Afferden-Dreumel we had to enlarge the base of the dike. •	
This destroyed worthwhile nature areas or  gardens and houses. We considered the capacity to recover 
those river nature systems and decided to move into the river area. The design did not describe a ‘final 
situation’. We did not know. But we knew what sort of conditions would have to be made, to ‘invite’ a 
recovery processes. With ecological knowledge, we could sketch out the options. But how exactly, and 
how rapidly the system would grow was unpredictable. Not all ecologists could relate their knowledge 
to these design questions. We had to interpret their knowledge. As H+N+S had an extensive portfolio 
of projects with ‘nature development’, the knowledge base in the office itself was remarkably large.
In the case of the Emscher project, we sketched an alternative for the future of the Emscher. We reacted •	
to a plan which considered the Emscher as an area in itself and which laid out water storage areas with 
a highly technical character, but also dangerous for people. We proposed to look for very large water 
storage areas with less extreme differences in water levels. The areas would have ecological value and 
leisure options, and would offer an impulse to the adjacent, disadvantaged city district. We needed a 
lot of knowledge to develop this proposal. Together with a German engineering firm, a representa-
tion was made of the filling and emptying of the proposed system. On the basis of this representation, 
we could optimize the areas in relation to topography, minimized excavation and the required safety. 
The representation showed quite complex relations between statistically expected water levels during 
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the year. The crucial factor was: how to have an average high water out of the water storage before an 
extreme high water came in?
In a recent project, rainwater storage in private gardens was researched for an urban drainage knowl-•	
edge institute. Here again we had to explore the problem but also inform the public. The general public 
(owners of the gardens!) are positive about ‘doing something with water’ but generally do not take into 
account that the extreme rain shower of once every 20-50 years also has to fit in. Or, the other way 
around, the system that can handle heavy rain showers might be quite boring or immense in daily 
situations. The designers in the meantime also had to do some study, as water in garden history was 
generally designed as a stable thing, or perhaps as running stream and a fountain. Changing water 
levels have little precedent. For example, almost no knowledge is available on how garden planting 
schemes react to flooding. For nature systems this knowledge is very much available, but these systems 
have little attraction for small gardens. These projects made me aware that drawing a plan of a garden 
and indicating ‘the water thing’ (be it a pool, a swamp, a dry box to be filled) was a difficult thing. The 
perception as well as the usability of the garden could only be represented by series of plans, or film, or 
‘model machines’ or schemes.

In all these cases it was not so much the intellectual fascination for time in landscape that made us think 
about representation, but the obvious problem we had to face. Looking back, however, I can very usefully 
include these drawings and the reasoning around these drawings in this research.
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The research

General aspects
The research will be pursued in the period January 2010 – January 2013. For this period, I am a research 
fellow at the Academy of Architecture Amsterdam. The research is registered at the University of Amster-
dam, Faculty of Humanities. The supervisor is Prof. Erik de Jong. This update of the original proposal 
summarizes my research intentions, the interim results and the plan for 2011.

Objective
My growing conviction is that landscape architects should pay more attention to time in their design and 
in their representations. It would strengthen landscape architecture as a discipline. These days, notions 
like sustainability, identity and flexibility are widely spoken about. In every design discipline, these items 
are considered to be challenges. Landscape architecture, however, has an obvious tie with these notions 
due to the nature of its medium. If one looks ahead, this sensitiveness could be one of landscape architec-
ture’s trump cards for maintaining a position in the debate on the future of the Netherlands. Although 
designers communicate with words, their main communication tools are drawings. For these reasons, I 
think it would be advisable for landscape architects to make more progress in showing dynamics in their 
representations. It would challenge landscape architects to think more about the development of their 
projects in time. That might enrich their projects. It would inform the public more adequately about 
what they get, how and when. 
It is clear the above statement is without proof in a scientific sense; it is a conviction. My scientific objec-
tive in performing this research is to register how landscape architects think about time in their designs 
and how they actually draw time nowadays. A second, parallel objective is to investigate new ways of 
drawing time. These objectives demand a theoretical framework that will allow me to describe, compare 
and evaluate both the drawings landscape architects make nowadays and the new ways of drawing inves-
tigated in this research.
I hope the outcome of this research will stimulate debate and will contribute to the further emancipation 
and development of landscape architecture.

Research question
The research question I am working on is as follows: 
‘How can time, related to landscape, be represented and how is time actually represented in Dutch land-
scape architecture nowadays?
This research question implies two different research parts:

A research by design exploring (new) ways to represent time in landscape architecture design;•	
A research defining, collecting and evaluating examples of how time is represented by Dutch landscape •	
architects nowadays.

Drawings are the primary scope of this research. If relevant, the considerations preceding drawing, or the 
considerations that replace drawing, will be taken into account. Drawings are understood in the widest 
sense, including digital drawings, models and films. 
Time is defined here as the measuring system to sequence events in the linear and circular dynamics of 
the physical landscape. Circular dynamics relate to seasons, the tide, repeating conditions (weather) and 
rhythm (for example, festivities). Linear dynamics relate to growth (as in a growing tree), succession (as 
in an ecosystem), exploitation (as in long-term excavation) and physical processes of erosion, sedimenta-
tion and weathering. The focus is on physical aspects; strategic planning, scenarios and decision-making 
are, although time-related, not the focus.
Representing time is understood as the way time is depicted or abstracted in sketches, diagrams, plans, 
sections, visualizations, models, film, narrative and other. The words ‘drawing’ and ‘representing’ are some-
times used interchangeably as, in most cases, the same meanings of those words apply. In certain cases 
‘drawing’ and ‘representing’ are clearly different. The text will make this clear.



No time? I expect to meet landscape architects not actively drawing time. Nevertheless they may be very 
aware of the role time has, and they may have an extended knowledge which is embedded in their draw-
ings; they have, so to say, a thinking hand. Interviews will reveal this.
Landscape is taken into account in all its manifestations, as far as they relate to the field of landscape 
architecture. The majority of our landscapes are changed without landscape architects. Landscape archi-
tecture in this research refers to the production of landscape by means of a spatial design. I do not 
exclude designs made by people who are not officially landscape architects. My active search however is 
located in the field of landscape architecture, as I assume that this discipline will have opinions on the 
notion of time, if it should be drawn and how it can be drawn. 
Landscape architecture is described here as the profession designing exterior space (from garden to 
urban open space to agricultural and nature landscapes), if human need requires transformation of that 
space. On a less descriptive and more ideological level I want to stress the notion of ‘unfinishedness’. 
Landscape architects deal with a medium subject to change, and act with respect to dynamic context. It 
is clear not all landscape architects share this notion. But it will function in this research as a point of 
departure.
The restriction to Dutch landscape architecture has two reasons. One is pragmatic: it allows me to provide 
a sound background for the set of drawings I find. I will prepare a ‘professional history’ in which these 
drawings, the assignments to which they belong to and the designers who drew them can be positioned. 
The other reason has to do with the observed national and regional differences in landscape architecture 
cultures. No other landscape architecture culture has such a wide span of activity. Large-scale design, 
nature development and water design, in particular, are attractive for my research. I am aware that certain 
landscape architects in other countries might contribute fascinating material. I am very open to the use 
of that as comparison. This will also help me to describe aspects of Dutch landscape architecture that are 
unique in contrast to those aspects shared with other countries.
Nowadays refers to a period in time starting more or less in 1985. In the essay, reasons to define this 
period as a coherent era are given. The professional history I will write will support this. An important 
aspect is the accelerated progress the profession had made, thus enlarging the scope of activities. It is 
also motivated by the fact that in this period, there has been increasing pressure on landscape architects 
to visualize and explain their plans. However, I am aware that examples of drawing time might also be 
found in earlier periods. I will take this into account. I am also aware that between 1985 and now several, 
sometimes notable, changes can be observed. One could mention the commercial introduction of visu-
alization software; the economic crisis during these years and the restrictions contracting and tendering 
put on drawings. For this moment, I tend to see those changes as modifications of a coherent era. 
At this moment I have copies of a substantial number of examples of how time is drawn. However, a 
structured search for data will be carried out in 2011. In this research I expect to find more examples 
in a greater variety as I will explore archives and have interviews with designers. Also at this moment I 
expect, with reason, other and new ways of representing time will be possible.  I will explore in 2011 the 
possibilities of the score (Halprin) and animation. I suspect that even more options will present them-
selves. My goal is to explore several options, which is somewhere between 2 and 5.

Methodology
This research is situated in an environment where art is practised. In art schools during the last decade, 
much thinking has been done on how research can play a role. In the case of the Academy, especially,I feel 
it as an obligation to conduct research in a direct relationship with practice – as that is the very character 
of the Academy. Generally, researchers in art schools have to formulate their own ambitions, methods 
and significance without having too many examples to relate to. For that matter, general research quali-
ties like coherence, transparency and relevance become extremely important (55). This research consists 
of two parts that are methodically very different.
The first part of the research involves defining, collecting and evaluating examples of how time is repre-
sented by Dutch landscape architects nowadays. The second part is research by design, exploring (new) 
ways to represent time in landscape architecture design. ‘First’ and ‘second’ are not meant to suggest an 
order; both parts run parallel and could influence each other in the process.
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Collecting data
This part is an in-depth study of how landscape architects draw, how they think about drawing and how 
they position themselves with drawing. As Cuff argues, the world of designers can be looked at in an 
ethnographic way (56). One can study how designers act and investigate why they do as they do. My 
method is based on interviewing designers about drawing; study their drawings and enquiring about 
specific drawings. Within the framework I have given in order to understand landscape architecture, 
I have defined a group of 10 offices. The members of these offices will be questioned on their thinking 
about time in landscape architecture and the effect on their drawing. I will focus on offices as organisa-
tions because people in the office are collaborating, sharing and expressing thoughts. The office embeds 
a lot of opinions and information about drawings. The office is design-oriented and drawings are impor-
tant communication means. The group of offices that started after 1985 are my prime focus, as these 
offices represent contemporary landscape architecture in The Netherlands; leading in the debate and 
experimenting with methods and themes. At the same time, they are mature. One could expect a certain 
development in their thinking. To check this, I will include some very young offices and some traditional 
offices. These offices might have very different working methods and views on the field of landscape 
architecture. I will check my findings with a selected group of designers working abroad and working in 
adjacent disciplines. These investigations will position the 10 offices in the field of landscape architecture 
and explore what relation their portfolio has with the time aspects of landscape. 
A substantial part of the research will be ‘collecting data’. In this case, ‘data’ are examples of best practice. 
These examples are drawings, or series of drawings, which represent time and change and dynamics. To 
collect the data, I will research the work of a small number of offices with a specific oeuvre related to 
dynamics and time. Projects to be researched will roughly be defined by the first round. The drawings I 
collect will be categorized and evaluated within the theoretical framework. The method for both rounds 
is elaborated in addendum 2. 
It is important to stress that the research is focused on drawings. The project, being usually the unit of 
landscape architecture production, is only a vehicle. In this sense, the research situates itself within art 
history notions. This research focuses on individual drawings that will be studied for their own sake. By 
that, the drawing becomes a thing in itself, which can be collected, categorized and studied in a way an 
art historian studies paintings. 

Research by design; new ways of drawing
Scientific programmes on landscape architecture nowadays distinguish research on design, research for 
design and research by design (57). My undertaking clearly is research on design, as it observes drawings 
and the drawing process. However it will also be a research by design, as I will set up test situations where 
I try out drawing techniques and evaluate them. As designing is an intuitive process in which you explore 
to generate knowledge, these test situations run parallel with the other parts of the research. The first two 
tests have been done already. Their results have been used to refine later tests. I set up these test by initi-
ating or cooperating in workshops and studios at schools. My own practice might also be part of a test 
situation. and are dominated by other requirements like education, money or acquisition. Nevertheless, 
as a series of experiments with clear objectives and sharp observations, they will contribute substantially.
In January 2011 a new test will run at the University of Stuttgart. In a workshop, the concept of the score 
will be tested. I am challenged by the idea of score, inspired by Halprin. The score is in itself a notation 
on time. Halprin explored several ways to apply the score. Even if his thinking is strongly related to the 
1960s, this struck me at once as a very interesting road to go along. What would happen if we added ‘the 
score’ as an abstract way to represent time in landscape architecture? Any landscape architecture project 
would only be complete if it showed at least a plan, a section, a visualisation and a score. What exactly is, 
or could be, a score is part of the test. 

Scientific, professional and personal goal
Landscape architecture has no great tradition in scientific research, but there is clearly a start. I hope to 
contribute to this start. The collaboration between the Academy (as a practice-based arts school) and the 
art history department is challenging. I intend to lay a sound basis for the research and also be able to 



apply the results directly in practice. For me personally this research combines experience from practice 
in one of the successful Dutch firms (H+N+S), as an independent landscape architect, as head of the 
landscape architecture department at the Academy, as a professional journalist and writer. After hectic 
years, it is a gift and a challenge to concentrate on one topic.

Final product
My goal is to write a series of articles. These articles, to be published in the course of the research, with an 
extensive introduction and conclusion will be the proof. At this moment, I would suggest I would write 
essays on the following topics, without suggesting a sequence:
A professional history of Dutch landscape architecture 1970-2010 and its current challenges
An attempt to describe, define and evaluate representation techniques in landscape architecture nowa-
days and its historic precedents
An overview of how landscape architecture students learn to draw and how they draw in practice
A journey into some fields of arts and sciences to explore ways of representing time and its applicability 
in landscape architecture
New ways to represent time and the application in professional practice
I will start to work on those articles in the course of 2011 once the data collection is running.

Supervision
The primary supervisor is the art historian Prof. E.A. de Jong, now occupying the Artis Chair of Culture, 
Nature and Landscape at the University of Amsterdam. His ‘Landschappen van Verbeelding’ gave me a 
very promising perspective to speak about drawings. The Academy of Architecture Amsterdam offered 
me a chance to carry out this research as a research fellow. For that reason, Dr. A. Oxenaar, director of 
the Academy, joins supervision meetings. In the next phase, I intend to find a co-supervisor within the 
discipline of landscape architecture.

The researcher
Noël van Dooren (1967) is a landscape architect. He studied in Wageningen (cum laude, 1991).  He 
worked as a landscape architect at H+N+S (1992-1997) and since then as an independent landscape 
architect. From1994 to 2002 he was a member of the board of the professional magazine ‘Blauwe Kamer’. 
In 2004-2009 he led the landscape architecture department at the Academy of Architecture Amsterdam. 
In 2010, he was appointed coordinator of a new programme to fulfil the demands of the renewed Law 
on the Architects Title for professional experience after studies. 
Noël van Dooren has written a diverse palette of essays, articles and contributions to books. He has 
taught and lectured in several schools in the Netherlands and abroad (Hannover, Versailles, Barcelona, 
Gent, Stuttgart, Rapperswill). 
The work of Noël van Dooren has always crossed boundaries between design, research, writing and orga-
nizing. Well-known design projects are the 20 kilometre dike reinforcement Afferden-Dreumel (1997); 
the revitalisation project for the Emscher, Ruhrgebiet (1997-2002) and a series on river bank enlarge-
ment, water storage and estate revitalisation in the region of Deventer (1999-2009).



Addendum

It has been my goal from the start to broaden the supervision of this research. The co-supervisor should 
be a landscape architect and be able to look at the Dutch situation from outside. In January 2011 I 
spoke with Prof. Udo Weilacher, professor for Landscape Architecture and Industrial Landscapes at the 
Technische Universität München. Weilacher did his PhD on Swiss landscape architect Ernst Cramer 
and published extensively about the work of German landscape architect Peter Latz. I am very glad Wei-
lacher wants to be part of the research. This addendum integrates his comments in the research plan.

Summary of discussion wit Prof. Weilacher
The proposal of January 2011 raised some major questions. They can be summarized as follows:
Perhaps the proposal should focus less on Dutch landscape architecture and take the international situ-
ation as a point of depart; the result should be a book for the bigger public;
Perhaps the proposal should make use of published drawings, interpreted by the researcher indepen-
dently, instead of through via interviews with the offices;
Perhaps the proposal should restrict itself more clearly to 2D-representations on paper. 
These questions have a background. Weilacher considers the subject to be highly international. It is also 
very urgent. An international perspective would make the results more accessible. Reflecting on drawing 
concerns landscape architecture as such, and does not seems to have special Dutch meaning. Having the 
landscape architecture offices selected from different countries would support the international interest. 
Weilacher defines ‘international’ in this respect with ‘Middle Europe’ as a coherent area. A new defini-
tion of the time frame could be necessary. Publications as in books, reviews or on the Internet have 
an important role in the reception of landscape architecture, by landscape architects themselves, their 
clients and the public. For that reason, the research could restrict itself to those drawings published – as 
the apparent preferred representation of landscape architecture production. Weilacher states this would 
be a more reliable way for collecting materials compared to interviews. He questions if, for this type of 
research, it would be necessary to understand the thinking of the office. It is the outcome -the drawing- 
that has to be collected and interpreted. There is one disadvantage: one can expect drawings revealing 
time aspects to be scarce in published materials. There is a strong tendency for smooth, flashy pictures 
showing finished situations. This is the reason why Weilacher considers the research to be urgent. The 
research could confront these flashy pictures with non-published drawings that show ways to depict 
time aspects. A magazine like TOPOS, spanning almost 20 years and covering mainstream landscape 
architecture, could be used as a source. Regarding the third point, the inclusion of media like the model, 
the film and the installation broaden the scope. As the research is already quite ambitious, this might be 
too much.  2D-drawings are the classical tool to represent plans. Weilacher admits that 2D-drawings are 
possibly not the tool to represent time. However, in scientific terms this would be a good result.

Considerations
In my opinion, the exchange with Weilacher can seriously enrich the proposal. However, as the research 
is already on its way it would be most efficient to stay close to the method as presented in the original 
proposal. Thinking about the offices to select my main consideration is that not so much the choice of 
offices should change as well as the way of looking at these offices. It would be coherent to stick to the 
original selection but use them as an example, put in an international perspective. If possible, however, 
I will add a quick scan of the TOPOS magazine to check if this would bring in very different results. 
When thinking about published material, I arrived at the conclusion that in publications we don’t see 
the drawing but an image of the drawing. The size has changed, often dramatically. The materiality and 
by that the tactile aspects of the drawing got lost. I conclude that I should stick to the drawing itself. 
Interviews are in a way very subjective, but can be organized with clear questionnaires. I have drawn up 
and tested questionnaires, which so far are successful. The main advantage in interviews is the possibil-
ity to discover if designers are interested in time aspects in landscape, and if they think this has to be 



represented. Having insight in these considerations seriously enrich the research. As the interviews lead 
to drawings, I have to be open for all different media in which time is represented.  
After these considerations, I made some important changes in the original proposal.

Adaptations of the proposal
The main change in the proposal is the way I want to look at my material. In essence this is given in the 
research question. This question was formulated as follows: How can time, related to landscape, be rep-
resented and how is time actually represented in Dutch landscape architecture nowadays? I now would 
like to rephrase this: 
How can time related to landscape be represented, how is time represented in Dutch landscape 
architecture nowadays and how can this be seen as an example in an international perspective?
The consequence of this addition is evident. It makes very clear that no isolated focus on Dutch land-
scape architecture is intended. Dutch landscape architecture has to be positioned in an international 
context. The original proposal argues that there are valid reasons to treat Dutch landscape architecture 
in it. At the same time there are valid reasons to look at Dutch landscape architecture as part of inter-
national tendencies. In fact, it is clear that some offices in some working fields establish a certain Dutch 
vocabulary, whereas other offices in other working fields are without doubt not specific Dutch. Design 
problems which are shared world wide, like public space design, might have no strong national colouring 
whereas design problems which are in itself related to the very character of the country (in its physical or 
social characteristics) can lead to a certain uniqueness. In addition to the original proposal this asks for 
an appropriate international setting concerning general tendencies in representing landscape architec-
ture through drawing and design. As the goal of the research is not a general overview of the discipline of 
landscape architecture, this international setting has to be drawn up primarily with the research material 
itself: the interviews and the drawings.
In the original proposal a control group of 4-5 foreign offices was already mentioned. They were selected 
from clearly different landscape architecture cultures. In addition to my original proposal I will also 
speak with professional journalists or researchers having a good insight in the situation in their country. 
Specific questionnaires for these different interviews have already been drawn up. The foreign offices and 
the informants will also be questioned on the existence of national or regional landscape architecture 
identities, including ways of drawing and the interest in time. I do realize these identities can be real 
as well as constructed images – it is very well possible the Dutch think they are different, whereas the 
foreign offices don’t look at us that way, or rather tend to think of themselves as different. I do not see 
this as a difficulty, but as a fact. It is the way the design world functions.
An important aspect of the way I wanted to restrict my research area was the time frame 1985-now. I 
argued that the year 1985 has a specific meaning in Dutch landscape architecture. The offices selected 
for the research are taken from the period starting with 1985. I will have to check if this time frame 
starting 1985 is valid in an international perspective. Again, I expect to find reasons to answer this with 
‘yes’ as well as ‘no’. The organisation of the profession, the interest in design and the introduction of the 
computer might have caused sincere changes at that time in more countries. If I would find a ‘no’ -1985 is 
indeed very Dutch- this would support the observed uniqueness of Dutch landscape architecture. Both 
answers are, in this sense, OK.

Conclusion
It seems to me that the main conclusion of my meeting with Prof. Weilacher is given with the rephrasing 
of the research question. As argued, the addition of ‘how can this be seen as an example in an interna-
tional perspective’ has clear implications. I have listed them. In terms of planning, I expect to have the 
major part of the scheduled interviews done in Summer 2011. This would be the right moment for an 
intensive exchange of the results and the direction to take in the second half. In general, I think they 
make the research more intriguing, as it forces me to distinguish the uniqueness as well as the generic 
character of Dutch landscape architecture. I am convinced the subject deserves international attention. 
For that reason, I am only happy to put my research in that perspective. 
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Notes
Van Dooren and Van Leeuwen (2003) 1. 
Van Dooren (2008) 2. 
Van Dooren (2009)3. 
Pallasmaa (2009)4. 
Vroom (2010)5. 
Corner (1992)6. 
Motloch (2000)7. 
Sloterdijk (2010)8. 
To be researched9. 
Footnote to be added; stated orally by Erik de Jong10. 
Footnote to be added; I expect to find reference in articles of Luiten, Sijmons11. 
This passage refers for the moment to Wikipedia pages on the subject of time, chronology and calendars12. 
Rob van Leeuwen put me on this track by showing me a paper on comic strips made during his studies in Wageningen. I found some 13. 
fascinating studies on comic strips have been written since. McCloud (2001) is one of them. Arnoud Rijken introduced me to the world 
of animation film.
Recently, Christoph Girot advocated the importance of using the medium film. His focus is on the movement through existing or 14. 
designed landscape. 
Rekittke and Paar (2006)15. 
Levine (2008) page 2 and 316. 
Garcia (2010)17. 
De Jong focuses on drawings in an inspiring way18. 
Footnote to be added; stated orally by Erik de Jong19. 
De Jong (2008)20. 
Frascari (2007)21. 
As researched in writing the essays on OKRA and B+B 22. 
As explored in the essays on B+B and OKRA. Several authors give partial taxonomies. See for example Mertens 2010, for landscape 23. 
architecture drawing. This confirms the problems I mention.
Taylor (2004)24. 
Several authors show the different role models can have in the design process. See Tieskens (1983), Healy (2008) and Morris (2006).25. 
See for example Prak (1987), Tieskens (1983)26. 
De Jong (2008)27. 
D’Orgeix (2007)28. 
De Jong (2008)29. 
To be researched30. 
Footnote to be added; stated orally by Erik de Jong31. 
To be researched32. 
Functions of drawings are described in several ways. See for example Sullivan (2003), Riedijk (2008); Eissen (2008)33. 
Most schools offer readers containing a mixture of theory, examples and exercises on drawing. See for example anonymous (2009, Han-34. 
nover), Van Haaften (2001) and Daatselaar (2004)
To be researched, but based on observations in the design studio35. 
De Jong (2008) and Cuff (1991)36. 
As head of the Academy I was part of the ECLAS community and the Le Notre project. In this project, the schools of Europe (some 37. 
120!) were described and classified. The Le Notre website documents this process: www.le-notre.org
Unpublished interview as part of the research for the OKRA essay38. 
Picon (2010)39. 
In general, a loss of ‘craftsmanship’ is observed when drawing by hand gives way to digital drawing. Dee (in Treib 2008) and Pallasmaa 40. 
(2009) are explicit in the special value of hand drawing. Sometimes a certain romantic feeling on hand drawing seems to get in the way of 
the facts. Digital drawing, being now more or less normal, demands a more precise investigation of the differences with hand drawing.
As researched in the essay on B+B41. 
As stated orally in a lecture (C3-series ‘Design Methods’, Academy of Architecture Amsterdam 2009-2010)42. 
As researched in the book on Alle Hosper43. 
Vroom (2010) quotes Olin in his Lexicon. The quote is in fact part of a description, not so much definition, of landscape architecture: 44. 
“In my view, landscape architecture is simply the design and planning of physical environments. This can range from the development 
of plans for wildlife refuges or natural-system manipulations for various purposes, to urban-design plans of all kinds of development, 
to physical designs for parks, gardens, and estates.  It can encompass preservation, conservation, restoration, and the management of 
existing landscapes. It can include the design and arrangement of significant or minor structures, from highways and water-management 
structures to buildings and urban districts.” David Streatfield uses this description within a series of ‘definitions of landscape architecture’ 
in his History of Modern Landscape Architecture at the University of Washington.
 www.asla.org; www.l-i.org.uk; www.le-notre.org45. 
 Murphy (2005)46. 
As handed over by mail by René van der Velde, Delft University, December 201047. 
Vroom (2010) and oral statement48. 
 De Jong (2008) 49. 
I explored this in articles and books on Hosper (2003); Karres en Brands (2004); Dutch landscape architecture (PAISEA 2008) and 50. 
Dutch urbanism in the seventies (Streetworks 2011)
Sijmons, Van Leeuwen (1993)51. 
Vogt (2006)52. 
To be researched; discussion with Paul Roncken October 201053. 
Halprin (1969)54. 
Coumans (2004)55. 
Cuff (1992)56. 
Van den Brink (201057. 
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Nico de Jonge; chalk drawing of Veerse Bos, 1954. This and other drawings of De Jonge did inspire me in this research. In writing the lle Hosper 
monography I asked his collegue why De Jonge used black to colour the wood. She said firmly, that De Jonge hated green for woods as it would 
be associated with nature and rangers, whereas he wanted to stress its mass as an architectonical quality. It made me aware how implicit we often 
choose our drawing means and colours whilst in fact they contribute highly to the values the drawing transports.


